1. Introduction. Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p> 3. Aside from the 3-dimensional simple algebra, every known simple Lie algebra over F of rank one is an Albert-Zassenhaus algebra. By an Albert-Zassenhaus algebra (over F) we mean an algebra over F with a basis {ua | a € G}, where G is a finite additive subgroup of F, and with multiplication (LI) uxuß = {xh(ß)-ßh(a) + «-ß}ux+ß, a,ßeG where h is any additive mapping of G into F (see [1, p. 138] ). Each of these algebras is a simple Lie algebra, for which u0 spans a one-dimensional Cartan subalgebra, with one-dimensional root spaces spanned by the ux. We shall prove that under certain hypotheses, these are the only Lie algebras over F of rank one. Kaplansky in [5] has proved that any restricted simple Lie algebra over F of rank one is either 3-dimensional or the Witt algebra. He has also obtained a number of results on (not necessarily restricted) Lie algebras of rank one, and in particular has proved [5, Theorem 4] that if L is a Lie algebra of dimension > 3 over F, and if L has a one-dimensional Cartan subalgebra such that multiplication between Lx and L_x is nondegenerate for every nonzero root a (i.e., no nonzero element of a root space Lx annihilates all of L_a), then all root spaces are onedimensional and the roots form a group under addition. The result we shall obtain is the following:
Theorem. Let L be a Lie algebra of dimension greater than three over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic p > 3. Suppose L has a one-dimensional Cartan subalgebra such that, for every nonzero root a, multiplication between Lx and L_x is nondegenerate. Then L is an Albert-Zassenhaus algebra.
It is easy to see, conversely, that any Albert-Zassenhaus algebra over F satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. Although certain parameters are used in (1.1) in the definition of Albert-Zassenhaus algebras, it is conceivable that there are only finitely many nonisomorphic Albert-Zassenhaus algebrasover F foreachdimension p". Indeed, this has been proved by Ree [6] for the Zassenhaus algebras (those algebras defined by (1.1) for which oih(ß) -ßh(a) vanishes identically). Even if the 7-dimensional algebra is taken into account, our theorem does not hold for characteristic p = 3, as may be seen by considering some of the simple algebras of dimension p" -2 discussed in [2] .
2. Preliminary remarks and notation. The proof of the theorem will be given in a series of lemmas. Let L satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem, and let u0 be a nonzero element of the one-dimensional Cartan subalgebra. By identifying any root for this Cartan subalgebra with its value on w0, we may consider the roots to be elements of F. The scalar a representing a given nonzero root may be changed to 1 by changing u0; it will be convenient to make this change in the proofs of certain lemmas. However, in the statements of all lemmas, we shall regard u0 as being fixed, and hence the scalars representing roots also remain fixed.
By the results of Kaplansky mentioned above, the root spaces are one-dimensional and the roots form a group G. For each nonzero root a let «" be a nonzero element in the root space Lx. Then {wa | a e G} is a basis of L, and for any roots a and ß, where nxß e F. Obviously, for any roots a, ß and y, we have "a,0 = "cß = ~ "ßa and, by the Jacobi identity, (2.1) "^n. + S.y + nßynß + y,* + ny*"y + *,ß = °-Also, if a 0 then na^x # 0. Of course the scalars nxß depend on the particular basis {uß} chosen; in what follows, it will always be clear what basis is being used to determine the naß. Our aim is to show that this basis may be chosen so that (1.1) holds. It may easily be shown [1, p. 133] by using the Jacobi identity that, in order for (1.1) to hold, it is sufficient for there to exist a skew-symmetric biadditive mapping / from G x G to F such that (2.2) naf=f(<x,ß) + a-ß («,/JeG).
In fact, for such a mapping/, we may take h(a) = -y~1f(a,y) for any fixed nonzero y in G. We shall call roots independent if they are linearly independent over the prime field Fp. Also, F* will denote the set of nonzero elements of Fp.
3. Representations of the Witt algebra. Proof. We assume without loss of generality that ß = I. It follows from Lemma 37 of [5] or [7, pp. 42-43] There is a scalar £_1 = e_1(a) such that (e*1)p = e_17. Let £ be a given scalar, with ( ^ (resp. =) (a//?)"-(%/ ß)-Then there are at most p (resp. p -1) inequivalent representations t o/ the Witt algebra for which there is an algebra Lz, satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem, such that t = a{a,ß,Lz) and e_j(r) = £• Proof. We may again assume that ß = 1. Let M0 be an irreducible subspace of M. We write E, E-lt E0, U0 for the restrictions to M0 of 7, e" ! ( = u'^.e^i/o» respectively. By Theorem 1 of [3] there exist scalars e_t and £0 such that (3.2) E-i = s^xE, Eq -Eq = £qE.
Since £0 = U0 -E-u we have [4, p.16] But for any v in La+i we have v{{ul)p -u"0} -{clp -ol)v. Thus ££, -£0 = (ap -a -£_!)£, so
In particular not both e_t and e0 are zero. Chang considered all irreducible representations of degree ^ p(p>3) of the Witt algebra, in Hauptsatz 2' of [3] . He showed that for any given values of his invariants £_ 1,e0, defined as in (3.2), if e0 ¥= 0 (resp. s0 = 0,e_x # 0), then there are exactly p (resp. p -1) inequivalent irreducible representations of rank p of the Witt algebra, and no representations of lower rank. Hence in our case it follows from (3.3) that M0 = M and that the lemma holds.
We shall now use the Albert-Zassenhaus algebras to exhibit explicitly all the representations a of W which may occur. If the multiplication in L were given by (1.1), then we would have
where n denotes ah{ß) -ßh(a). Now let a value of £_x in F be given and suppose that n in F satisfies (3.4) . Then for any i, n + iß also satisfies (3.4) . But for any i, there obviously is an Albert-Zassenhaus algebra having a and ß as roots such that <xh(ß) -ßh(a) = n + iß. This of course gives rise to an irreducible representation of W, denoted by a(n + iß), whose invariant £_i has the given value (here we are identifying W with the subalgebra spanned by the uiß in theAlbertZassenhaus algebra).
Lemma 3.3. The representations o(n) and o(n + iß), i # 0, are equivalent if and only if the sets {n,n + iß} and {ß,2ß} coincide. The invariant £_1 of a(rj) equals (ot/ß)p -(ot/ß) if and only ifn= jß for some integer j.
Proof. We may assume that ß = 1. Suppose that cr(n) and o{n + i), i # 0, are equivalent. For j = 0, i, let Vj be a nonzero characteristic vector of Uo<,|+j) with characteristic root a. Thus Vj = CjUx for some c3 in F, so that (»;«!)«_! = (n + j + a -\){-n-j + oc + 2)vj.
Since the coefficients on the right must be equal for j = 0, i, we have 0 = -i(2n + i -3), and n = (3 -i)/2. The coefficient of Vj in {(vjU^u^u-2 is (n +j + a+j + «)(-2n -2j + a + 4).
Again we may equate the expressions for j = 0, i. A straightforward computation then shows that 0= --1), so that i = 1 or -1. But if i = 1 then n = 1 and n + i = 2, while if i = -1 then n = 2 and n + i = 1. This proves one direction of the lemma's first statement. The final statement of the lemma follows from (3.4) . The other direction of the first statement then follows from Lemma 3.2 (or may easily be proved directly). Now by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, there is a scalar n such that the representation a of W on M is equivalent to o(n). By Lemma 3.3, n is uniquely determined by a excspt in one case. Let A be the Albert-Zassenhaus algebra used in defining o(n). Any ux+iß in A, bsing a characteristic vector of u"^, corresponds, under an equivalence of a and a(n), to an element of Lx+iß. Thus we have proved the following lemma. Lemma 3.4 . Let oc and ß be independent roots. Then there is a scalar n and a choice of the basis elements uiß, ux+iß (i e Fp) such that (3.1) holds and (3.5) n*+iß,jß = 7" + a + (i-j)ß, i,jeF".
Moreover n is uniquely determined unless n has one of the values ß, 2ß, in which case it may also be chosen to have the other of the two values (with respect to a suitable basis).
We now define a mapping/ of pairs of roots into F. If a and ß are dependent, we set f(x,ß) = 0. For any independent a, ß, if the value of n in Lemma 3.4 is neither ß nor 2ß, we set f(a,ß) = n. We shall complete the definition of / in §6. Until then, with one exception explicitly mentioned in the proof of Lemma 5.4, we shall set f(ot.,ß) = 2ß in the case in which, in Lemma 3.4, n may be taken to be either ß or 2ß. Thus (3.5) becomes (3.6) n*+ißjß = jf(«,ß) + a + (i-j)ß, i,j e Fp.
Obviously, for any a,/?,
Our aim is to complete the definition of /, and to show that then / is skewsymmetric, biadditive, and (with respect to a suitable basis) satisfies (2.2). Proof. We may assume that (3.6) holds. Formula (2.1), with a 4-iß, a and iß in place of a, ß and y, respectively, gives nx + iß,xn2a + iß,iß ~ nx + iß,ißnx + 2iß,a • Suppose that for every i in F* we have f{iß,a) # -iß, so that nx+iß ll / 0. Then we may take the product over i in F* of both sides of (4.1) and cancel n^i+i^,*' getting 0 n2x + iß,iß = 0 nx + iß,iß-ieFp ieFp By (3.6) , the left side of this equals (2a)p_ 1 -/(2a,/?)p~ \ while the right side equals ap_1 -f(<x,ß)p~l. Thus f(2a,ß)p~l =/(a,jS)p_1, so the conclusion of the lemma holds for this case. Now suppose that f(kß,cc) = -kß for some k in F* In particular, a and ß must then be independent. By Lemma 4.1, for any i in F* there is an I such that f(ikß,a) = -ikß + fa. Then, by (3.7), for any m + 1 in Fp, we have f{ikß,ma) = -mikß + mfa # -ikß. Therefore the case of the lemma already proved may be applied to ma and ß. Thus f(2ntx,ß) =7n/(2n_1a,/?) for 2""1 = 2,4, (p + l)/2 (mod p), where j" e F*. The conclusion of the lemma follows. Proof. Using Lemma 1, we choose basis elements uix, uiß such that nty jy = (i -j)y for all i, j in Fp and for y = a, /?. Using Lemma 2, we choose a nonzero element wix+jß in Lia+J-p-for each j and nonzero i in Fp, such that (4.4) wix+jßukß = {kf(ict,ß) + ia +(j-k)ß}wix+u+k)ß, i,j,keF".
If for some i and some scalar c, each witt+^ is replaced by cwix+Jß, then (4.4) remains unchanged. Hence we may assume that wix = uix for each nonzero i and we then set uix+jß = wix+jß for all i, j in F*. Thus the first formula of (4.2) holds. Now by symmetry we may choose a nonzero element vix+jß in each Lix+jß, where vix = uix and viß = uiß, such that (4.4) holds with v in place of w and with a and ß interchanged. Now for any / and j, uiß+jx = CijViß+JX for some nonzero scalar c^. In particular cf 0 = c0>; = 1 for any i. For these values of cfj-, the second formula of (4.2) follows immediately from new version of (4.4). Now for any i and j, if(j<*>ß) + ;'a -iß = n}x>iß = -nißJx = -{jf(iß, a)-ja + iß}^1, which proves the last statement of the lemma.
Lemma 4.4. // a and ß are nonzero roots such that f(a,ß)/ß £ F*, then f(2*,ß) = 2f(«,ß).
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, f(2tx,ß) = 2f(x,ß) + iß for some / in Fp, and by Lemma 4.2, f(2tx, ß) = jf(oc,ß) for some j in Fp. The lemma follows from this. It should be noted that until the definition of/is completed, the conclusion of Lemma 4.4 will not always hold. This accounts for much of the difficulty encountered below. Lemma 4.5. Let a,ß be independent roots and i,j elements of F* such that neither f(jct,ß)/ß nor f(iß,a)/a is in F*p, and such that 0^if(jix,ß)+jx, jf(iß,<x) + iß. Then (4.2) implies (4) (5) cijc2i,2j -C2i,jCi,2j-Proof. Suppose that (4.2) holds. Then (4.1), with jot in place of a, gives {jf(iß, «) + ißtäijcü) {if(2J*,ß) + 2/a} = {if(joc,ß)+j<x} {jf(2iß,a) + 2iß}c2i<jc2i]2j.
Under the hypotheses of the lemma, (4.5) follows from this and Lemma 4.4.
5. Conditions for/ to be skew-symmetric. In the proofs of this section we shall always assume that the basis elements uix+jß and scalars c;j-are chosen so that (4.2) holds.
Lemma 5.1. Let a,ß be independent roots such that neither f(<x,ß)/ß nor /(p\a)/a is in F* Then f(*,ß) = -f(ß,a). Proof. By (3.7) and Lemma 4.4 , it is enough to prove the lemma for some 2'oc and 2Jß in place of a and ß. Now suppose that a and ß satisfy the hypotheses. Note that f(a,2'ß) = -a for at most one value of 2', so by a change of notation we may assume that this value is neither 1 nor 2, i.e., (5.1) /(a, ß) + a * 0, /(2a, 2ß) + 2a * 0.
Similarly we may also assume that
if necessary by replacing a by 2'a for some i (this change does not affect (5.1)). Now by Lemma 4.5,
In the remainder of the proof of this lemma, £ and n denote f(a,ß) andf(ß,oc) respectively. If //(ja,/?) + ja -iß = -jf(iß, a) + ja -iß for some i,j =1,2, then C= -n. Hence by (4.3) we may assume that cu = -(ijn -ja. + iß){ijt, + ja-iß) '1 for i,j = 1,2. Then (5.3) is equivalent to fa -a + J3)(2« -a + /0(2/f)C + a -2/?)(2£ + 2a - (5.4) -(In -a + 2j8)(2n -2a + 0)(C + a -j?)(2C + a -jS) = 0.
Obviously (5.4) is satisfied if n = -£. Consider the left side of (5.4) as a polynomial P in £ and n over P. A simple computation shows that the coefficient of C2nin P vanishes, and that the coefficient of f does not vanish. Hence (5.4) becomes (5.5) (t + n)(alt + a2n + a3) = 0, where au a2, a3 are in F and a3 ^ 0. But using the second halves of (5.1) and (5.2), we may replace a by 2a and ß by 2ß in the above argument. This change requires also that C=/(a,j?) be replaced by 4£, and n =f(ß,a) by An. For (5.4), these changes are equivalent to just replacing £ by 2£ and n by 2n. Thus (5.5) becomes License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2(C + n)(2a1C + 2fl2n + a3) = 0.
Comparing this with (5.5) we get n = -£, and the lemma is proved. In the remainder of this section we shall determine conditions under which the hypotheses of Lemma 5.1 hold. For any / in Fp we shall write *' = (*-2)(i-l).
Thus for titt2 in Fp,t{ = t2 if and only if t2 = 3 -tt or t2 = tt. Lemma 5.2 . Let a and ß be independent roots and suppose that for each i in F*, f(ia,ß) = r,ß and f(iß,a) = sta, where r^s; are in F". Then for each i in F*, r'i = rl( ands; = s'_f.
Proof. Under the given hypotheses we obtain from (4.2) and (2.1), with a,ß,y replaced by ia + iß, -iß, -ia respectively, Proof. For any ij in F*, (2.1) with ct,ß,y replaced by ia. + jß, jß, -ia respectively, gives (jr,ß + ia)( -is2Ja + 2ia + 2jß)c2Jti + (jr_tß -ia -jß)nia+jß> _,« + Jß = 0 By (4.3) this gives (5.7) ix+jß,-i ia + jß = (Jrfi + ia)(Aj2ß2 + 2ijaß -s^i'a2)
If i is replaced by -i in (5.7) , the left side is merely replaced by its negative. Thus if we equate the right side of (5.7) with the negative of the expression obtained from itself by replacing i by -i, we get an equation in a and ß. By an elementary computation, omitted here, this last mentioned equation reduces to where Sy denotes the left side of (5.6), with g as described in the lemma. By Lemma 5.2, SlJ=Sli-J. Hence, by replacing j by -j in (5.8) and adding, we obtain (5.6). Lemma 5.4 . // the hypotheses of Lemma 5.3 hold, then rs = Sj = 0 for all Proof. Suppose that the hypotheses of Lemma 5.3 hold and that r; ^ 0 for some i. It then follows from Lemma 5.2 that r; + r_; # 0. Also 1 j= rhr_h since, in the (temporary) definition of /, we assumed that for any nonzero roots y and ö,f(y,ö) # «5. Hence, for any in F*, the coefficient of ßA in (5.6) does not vanish. Now if s'2J = 2 for some j, then by (5.6), ß2/a2 e Fp, a contradiction. Therefore for any j, sj ^ 2, so that s} # 0,3. Hf(ioc,ß) = 2ß then by Lemma 3.4 we may change notation and instead take f(ia,ß) = ß, i.e., rt = l', this change does not alter any Sj. In that case (5.6) remains valid and implies that a.2/ß2eFp, a contradiction. Hence r, # 1,2, so by symmetry, for any in F*, Sj # 1,2.
Thus we have proved
Note that the coefficient of a2ß2 in (5.6) is nonzero since otherwise 0L*/ß*eFp. Now if s'2j = s'2k for some j, k in Fp, then j = ±k, since, otherwise, replacing ; by k in (5.6) and subtracting, we would get <x2/ß2e Fp. Hence the set {s[, s2 ■ ■ ■, s'p _,} has (p -l)/2 elements. But {4', 5', (p -1)'} contains fewer than (p -l)/2 elements, since if fce{4,5, p -1} then 3 -A: is also in this subset of Fp, and (3 -k)' = k', while k= 3-k only for one element of Fp. This contradicts (5.9). Therefore, under the hypotheses of Lemma 5.3, r,-=0 for all j in F*. By symmetry the same conclusion holds for all Sj, and the lemma is proved.
We now define a relation R in the set of nonzero roots by writing aRß if, for each i in F*, f(ia,ß)/ßi F*. We also write a.R'ß if we do not have <xRß. By (3.7) , if aRß then (ia + jß)R(kß) for any i,j,k in F*. Lemma 5.5 . // a and ß are nonzero roots such that a*/ßA£F , then either aRß or ßRa. Lemma 5.6. In the additive subgroup of roots generated by any two independent roots, there exist independent roots a and ß for which ctRß and ßRa.
Proof. Let y, ö be any independent roots. First note that there is some fein F* such that (ky + 5)*/d* t Fp. Indeed if (ky + (5)4/<54e Fp for k = ±1, ±2, then, by replacing k by -k and subtracting, we have (k3y38 + kyö3)/S* eFp for k = 1,2, whence y/5 e Fp, a contradiction. Hence without loss of generality we may assume that y4/<54£ Fp, with, say, 8Ry. Suppose that yR'ö. Pick k in F* such that (ky + (5)4/<54£ F". Then also (fey + <5)R'<5, so by Lemma 5.5, ÖR(ky+ S) and hence (-ky)R(ky + 5). But (fey + ö)R( -ky) also since SRy. Hence we may take a = -fey and ß = ky + Ö, and the lemma is proved.
6. Determination of the multiplication. Lemma 6.1. Let a and ß be independent roots such that aRß and ßRa. Then the basis element uix+Jß may be chosen so that (6.1) nix+JßM+lß = (il -jk)f(a,ß) + (i -k)a + (j -l)ß, i,j, k,le Fp.
Proof. Suppose that a and ß satisfy the hypotheses. By (3.7) and Lemma 5.1 f(ia,ß) = if(a,ß) = -if(ß,a) = -f(iß,a) for any i. Let the elements uix+jß be chosen so that (4.2) holds. By (4.3), ciS = 1 except possibly when 0 = ijf(a,ß) + ja-iß, 0 # i,j. In the latter case, if(ja,ß)+ja, jf(iß,u) + iß and klf(a,ß) + la-kß are nonzero for (k,l) = (2i,2j), (2i,j), (i,2j), and by Lemma 4.5, c0 = 1. Hence (4.2) becomes "ia + jß,kß = W(a,ß) 4-ia 4-(j -k)ß, (6.2) ni* + Jß,k« = -jkf(a,ß) + (i-k)a+jß, i,j,keFp.
By (2.1), nid.jßnix + jßM + lß + njßM + lßnktz + U + l)ß.i* (6.3) 4" nkat+iß,ixn(i+k)x+ißjß -0, i,j,k,leFp.
For a given value off(a,ß), (6.3) and (6.2) uniquely determine nix+jß ka+lßur\\ess (6-4) 0 = nixJß = ijf(a,ß) + ia-jß.
But also nkx+ißtix+Jß is uniquely determined unless (6.5) 0 = klf(a,ß) + ka-lß.
Suppose that (6.4) and (6.5) hold, and that 0^ i,j,k,l. Now kl = mij (m e Fp), Taking 3 = a + ß (so that kygx+ß = kxßö = 0) and assuming (without loss of generality) that a,ß,y are independent, we find that kxßy = kxßx+ß+y = kyx+ßA.
It follows from this and (6.7) that k_y y_ßtX = kx _ß _? = -k-xßy. But also k-y,y-ß,z= -ky,-y+ß,x = -kxßy. Hence kxßy = k-xjj y = ^ = -kxßy, so that /c^v always vanishes, and the lemma is proved.
We are now ready to complete the proof of the theorem. We choose the basis elements uß (/? a nonzero root) such that (3.1) holds for all a. By Lemma 3.1, these basis elements are uniquely determined. We have shown that for any roots a and ß, basis elements u'ix+jß eFp) may be chosen, with respect to which (6.1) holds. But (3.1), with any ict + jß in place of ß, is a special case of (6.1), so u'ix+jß -uix+jßf°r all Uj-Hence (2.2) holds. Since/ is skew-symmetric and biadditive, the proof of the theorem is complete.
